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The first experiments to attract general attention to
the ^roDleio of regeneration were the ooservations ana exper-
iments of Aooe Tremoley on hyaras in 1740, aithougn a few
cases of regeneration were spoken of oy Aristotle and ^liny.
Tremoley triea to fina out if hyaras were giants or animals
by cutting them into pieces, because at that time it was known
that pieces of a plant made new plants, but if an animal was
cut into pieces it would die. however, on cutting hydras in
two, he found that two nyaras were produced; out from his
other ooservations on the methods of feeding ana on movement,
he concluded that the hyara was an animal and that tne prop-
erty of the development of a new organism from a part must
oelong to animals as well as plants. Following these exper-
iments, Reamur in 1742, ana sonnet in 1745, investigated re-
generation in starfish and fresh water worms, puoiishing
their results and tnus arousing wiaespreaa interest in the
proolem. i»nany difierent kinds of animals were experimented
with to test their powers of regeneration. Spaiianzani used
a numoer of difierent animals, but a complete account of his
work was never puoiished, and only the aDstract is given in
his iVori-rono in 1768.
The experiments of Tremoley, Reamur, Bonnet, ana Spaii-
anzani furnished the basis of later work. The proolem of re-
generation has been prooed mucn deeper, out many important
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facts in regard to regeneration have their foundation on the
work of these four pioneers in the field. The various phyla
of inverteorate animals have ueen investigated with respect
to their regenerative powers In the ho^e of finding the solu-
tion for the phenomenon of regeneration. This thesis will
deal witn the description of regeneration, ana the factors
relating to regeneration of the lower inverteorate groups,
namely, the sponges, the coelenterates, the ctenophores, and
the flatworms.
The proolem of regeneration involves several aspects.
Why does mutilation of an organism give rise to the phenomena
of growth which does not occur without mutilation'-'' Y/hy does
the new growth frequently result in a restoration of the old
form of the mutilated organism? Anotner aspect deals with
the nature of the stimulus ana involves types of responses
made by the tissues to the stimulus.
Several investigators have presented definitions in an
attempt to explain tne phenomenon of regeneration. Barfurth
(1901) defined regeneration as a process in wnich there is a
replacement of tne organized whole from a part of tne organ-
ism, tie suggested that li a part is given Dy nature there
follows a process of physiological regeneration, if the part
regenerated is the result of artificial injury the result is
pathological regeneration. This deilnition is not wholly true,
because there is nothing pathological in the process, as is
snown in hydra, where a piece is transformed directly into a
new organism. That the process is not strictly a pathological
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one is shown in Planaria, wnere a new neact is formed wnen
various cuts are made, ^^organ i.1901) found ^ertwig's defi-
nition 01 regeneration as tne power of replacement of a part
of an organis-a, to De incomplete. iAor &an stated regeneration
v.'as not only tne replacement of a lost part, but also the
development of a new whole organism, or even part of an organ-
ism, from a ^iecy of an aauit, or an emoryo, or even an egg.
Regeneration in animals is outlined Uorgan, ±201) as
occurring in several difierent ways. Epimorphosis is the name
given to those cases in which a proliferation of material
precedes the development oi tne new part, -u^orphallaxis is
tne type in wnich tne jjart is transformea directly into the
nevv organism or part of an organism, with a proliferation of
cells at tne cut surfaces. This type can oe further subdi-
vided into the nomomorpnosis type and the heteromorphosis
ty^e. The homomorphosis type is tnat in wnicn the new part
is like that removed, or like a part of that removed. This
type is xurtner suoaivided into a halomorpnosis type in
whicn the entire lost part is replaced at once or ia-Ger, and
meromorpnosis, in which tne new part is smaller than the
part removed, neteromor^hosis is defined as those cases in
which the new part is different from the part removed. Again
this is more minutely described dj neomorhhosis , a type in
which tne new part is difierent from tne p^rt removed, out is
also an organ that Delongs to a difierent part or the cody.
There is a constant interchange of material ana of energy
between an animal and it's surroundings. The environmental
<I
factors in regeneration ar<=: influenced, oy temperature, lignt,
gravity, contact, ana iood. Temperature influences tne rate
at wnieh regeneration will take place. The optimum temper-
ature is aescnoed as tnat temperature at whicn tne greatest
numoer of regenerants are eotained. ^any times a low temper-
ature will inhioit the process or regeneration.
in some animals deprived of food external regeneration
may take place, in cases of this type, material for tne new
part is derived from an excess of material in tne old part.
The protoplasm itself appears to oe drawn upon to furnish
material for tne new part. Regeneration occurs very slowly.
liight also seems necessary for regeneration in many of
tne animals.
The only case known among animals in which regeneration
is influenced uy gravity is in the case of the hydroiu
Antennuiaria. The action of the gravity nas not oeen deter-
mined.
in some 01 the nydroias, portions of tne stem touching
tne glass dish, or other oojects, regenerate stolons wherever
contact occurs.
internal factors within the Doay of tne animal regulate
regeneration. These factors depend to a great extent on the
nature of the stimulus and the response of tn<= tissues to the
stimulus. The response of tne tissues to stimuli may oe mani-
fested in a numoer of different ?/ays sucn as lateral regener-
ation, anterior-posterior regeneration, oolique regeneration,
or transformation.
I
Cnemical ractors also nave an influence u±>un regeneration
Organisms tnat live in tne water may De aliectea oy the
quantity and Kinds or salts containeu m tne water, oy ais-
solvea gases, ana oy the oxygen consumption, organisms may
also oe anected oy tne components oi tne atmospnere.
II
PHYLUM PORIFERA.
The Porifera are the sidles t ui-u.ticeilular aniioais and
may oe characterized ao iaietazoa witn tissueo out without
organs. The memoers or this phylum have a more or less exten-
sive system of canals and pores, out no digestive cavity or
ent^ron. The skeleton of these animals is maae up of s^icule^
From buddiiig and growth, which occur so extensively in
these animals, it would appear that they are capable of great
powers of regeneration, rlowever, some species will regenerate
after cutting and dissociation, Dut in the majority of species
the restoration of parts is limited.
From studies on the regeneration of sponges, investiga-
tors have tried to answer various questions. Do the ceils
dedifierentiate ana transform into other types 01 tissue ele-
ments oy losing tneir cytoplasmic individuality through inter-
cellular connections-'' Is there onj.y temporary cellular
differentiatiun, the individual cells always resuming their
original and unchangeaDie character 'I &ave tne undifferenti-
ated ceils varying degrees of regenerative powers which make
them capaoie of restoring typical structures after injury-''
in an attempt to answer these questions the process of regen-
eration hai> oeen studied extensively in ^icrociona prolifera,
a common red sponge along the Atlantic Coast.
The tissues of the normal sponge are the epidermis and
the mesenchyme. The epidermis was found Dy Wilson (i9o0,) to
be made up of epithelial cells or pinacocytes. Tne epidermal

sheet as a whole ap^earea granular when sections were stainea
witn haemaium.
taking up the mesenchyme oi' tne normal sponge are a
number or difierwnt ty^es o£ cells. Wilson {ly'oO) observed
nucleolate cells having a large spheroidal nucleus and a large
nucleolus which nau spheroidal inclusions oi' an oiange color
and soiid masses in it- These ceiis wero amoeboid m tnej.r
movement and occurred in abundance throughout the mesenchyme
•
They were least aDunaant in the dermal membrane ^the layer
which separates the superficial canal spacer from the exterior
and is made up of epidermis, mesenchyme, and the epithelioid
mem crane lining the canals ).
Gray cexls were axso founa to ce acunaant in the mesen-
chyme. These ceils were non-nucleolated and containea aoun-
dant gray granules wnich were circular in outline and filled
tht ceil.
Another tell type, the rhaodiferous ceil, was common in
the mesenchyme. Ceils of this tyipe were founa in the dermal
membrane, and close to the epitheloid membranes inning the
canal spaces. The ceils almost always appeared elongated in
shape and had elongate, narrow inclusions in their protoplasm.
The nuclei of the rhaodiferous ceils were non-nucleolated.
Also found in the mesenchyme of normal sponges were the
gloooferous cells. These were aescriueek uy Wilson as being
either elongated ana narrow m shape, or spheroidal. The
nuclei of these ceils were small and non-nucleolatea. The

cells were found to oe abundant in the dermal meniDrane.
FiDer cells, another type or mesenchymal cells, were
elongated, narrow, spindle-shaped cells, found aoundantly
throughout the dermal »erobrane. The nuclei of these cells
were granular and longer than they were wide.
Spongoblasts and sclerooiasts also occurred m aoundance
throughout the mesenchyme of normal sponges.
.
DisbUCiA'ilUn . Upon dissociation the tissues are oroken
u^ into a number of different types of cells each contrib-
uting to the regeneration of a whole individual. According
to Galtsofi {l&2bb) regeneration after dissociation may con-
sist in the sorting out of already differentiated cells which
come to occupy their former positions as in the normal organ-
ism.
Wilson 1 s method of dissociation was to press the sponge
through fine silk gauze of about 500 micra. in some cases
the tissue leil through the air onto slio.es to ue studied in
reunition; in other cases, the bag was immersed in water then
the tissue was collected, later fixed in Bouin's, sectioned,
and stained with haemaium, methylene olue or i^iie sulphate.
The dissociated tissue yielded a variety of results.
The most aoundant cells were the nucleolate ceils as described
by Wilson, and called by Galtsoff (l925a) the archaeocytes or
the unspecialized granular ceils of the mesenchyme. Wilson
found that after expression most of the celis were spheroidal
in shape and frequently contained bright red granules which
were also found present in the collar cells.

The gray cells as described by Wilson ^19o0^ and which
were called oy Gaitsoil in an earlier paper {Id^Sa) the eol-
lenocytes, were also iounci in abundance in the expressed
tissue.
Wilson also lound rhaoaiierous cells in the expressed
tissue. These corresponded to Galtsoff 's desmacyt-es. They
were lound to occur much less aDundantly than the other types
of cells. No entire gloDoferous ceils were described or od-
served in tne expressed material oy either Wilson or Galtsoff.
A type of cell, the psuedo-coilar cell, was found Dy
Wilson Cl9o0) as being very abundant m suspension, out did
not occur at all among the dissociated cells. &e thought they
mignt possiDly be the ciliated cells of the embryo. In the
living preparations he ODserved them uniting with small aggre-
gates. Their identity and nature are still uncertain.
The collar cells CGaitsofr's choanocytesJ w^re found oy
Wilson ^19oGj to ue aoundant in the expressed tissue, although
Galtsoff haa previously {LcJk,5a.) claimed to have found none in
suspension. These were described Dy Wilson as having a clear
cytoplasm with bright red subspheroidal granules in it. iie
found the nucleus was not visible. He observed individual
isolated cells each still retaining a flageiium which was two
to three times the length of the cell. Good preparations often
showed a tnm transparent film projecting from the body through
which the base of the flageiium could De seen. &e interpreted
this structure to represent the collar.
Galtsoff (1925a) described cells which he called

pinacocytes as Deing aDunciant in the dermal memorane. Tne
cells had a clear protoplasm, were free of granules and con-
tained a small nucleus without a nucleolus. Wilson, however,
claimed these cells were really the collar ceils.
The role of the separated cells of Microciona are
clearly shown Dy a diagram taken from Galtsoff ^li^SoJ and
reproduced in Figure 1 on this page.
ftfij<araTi8ri Cells. Bft^nftrat.Hri sponges.
Archaeocytes
^ Co^lenocytes
->ScieroDlasts
Gonocytes
Archaeocytes
Mesenchyme
and
Skeleton
Collenocytes >S|jongoDlasts
Desmacytes
Flagellated
chamoer
fining; of canals
Figure 1.
The Role of Separated Ceils in Regeneration.

11.
REUNITION. Tissue strewn on slides ana cultured to form
reunition masses was descriDed oy Wilson (id'oQ) as not under-
going any change until it had oecome firmly attached to the
substratum. This occurred eighteen to twenty-four hours after
sowing on the slides. At the ena 01 this time the masses had
flattened and spread. Galtsoff found that the flattening ana
spreading was absolutely necessary for the development of the
aggregate and was due to the slow movement of the archaeocytes
back and forth on the glass alternately expanding and con-
tracting themselves. Upon coalescence changes took place and
those archaeocytes immediately m contact with the glass
spreaa out and became isolated from the common mass. This
spreading, he stated, was aue to "molecular forces" acting
between the protoplasm and the unaerlying surfaces.
By tne end of the third aay metamorphosis nau oeen com-
pleted. Galtsoff (1925 J found that the archaeocytes played
the most important role in regeneration, differentiating into
scleroblasts, coiienocytes (which gave rise to spongioblasts,),
aesmacytes ana choanocytes. Those archaeocytes which gave
rise to the spicules and formed the skeleton were called
sclerobiasts. The coiienocytes were described as taking part
in the formation of the periphery of the aggregate. The pina-
cocytes differentiated into choanocytes ana formed the dermal
memorane and tne lining of the walls of the canals. Thus the
reunition mass had become a thin incrusting sponge with a
functional canal system on the third day after dissociation.

The formation of the a66regate, Galtsofi {l'3zcJ found,
was due to the amoeboid activity of the archaeocytes which ex-
tended hyaiine psuedopodia. The cells united with other ceils
by their amoeboid movement, coalesced, and eventually an aggre-
gate formed. The movement of the archaeocytes was irregular
and mure or less accidental. The ectoplasmic layer of the
arcnaeocytes was fluid and sticky, thus enaDlmg the cells to
adhere to QDjects and to each ouier. ^uxiey {ly'dl) had pre-
viously stated that the ceils do not coalesce as a result of
chance, out there may De a definite attraction uetween cells.
Oh the third day of development a group of small cells
located at the thickest parts of the aggregate appeared.
Wilsoni^lyoO) believed these to De analogous to the flagellated
chamDers. On the fourth day of development cuxlars and
flagel-ta appeared, on the fourth and fifth days canals ap-
peared as splits, arising independently , in the mesenchyme.
Then development after dissociation .vas completed.
TEMPERATURE. At low temperature it was found by Galtsoff
(l9Ss5a) that the archaeocytes moved more slowly. Therefore,
regeneration occurred more slowly.
QSjjQTIC PREsSUi^E . The dissociated cel-i.s were found oy
Gaitson (id^5aj to De more sensitive to an increase 01 osmot-
ic pressure than to a decrease. The lowest concentration at
which coalescence was found to ta^e place was between twelve
and four tenth percent and nine and four tenth percent. When
the salinity had dropped to nine and four tenth percent the
cells underwent cytological changes and disintegrated.

EJECTS Ob' ELECTROLYTES . -»-n as pure solutions of sodium
or potassium chloride as could be obtained, the cells did not
move, according to Galtsoff ^19ib5aj , anu coalescence did not
take place. At the end of twenty-four hours, the solution
was changed and the cells transferred to normal sea water.
Some of the cells recovered and formed aggregates, although
coalescence w<*s incomplete. When sodium cnloriae ana potas-
sium chloride were mixed the same effect was founa. The cells
died within two days, however, the soaium chloride and
potassium chloride could be counteracted Dy calcium and mag-
nesium ions in amounts corresponding to their contents in sea
water. This Drought about a coalescence of the ceils and the
formation of aggregates.
in pure isotonic sodium chloride or potassium chloride
solutions or mixtures of them, the amoeDoid movement of the
cells was inhibited and the cells failed to form aggregates.
The inhioitive action of the monovalent soaium and potassium
ions was counteracted oy the addition of the Divalent calcium
and magnesium ions. The amoeooia movement and coalescence
took place in pure isotonic magnesium ctiloride solutions,
^ure isotonic caicium chloride solution instantly killed the
ceiis
•
MIXTURE OF TWO DIFi-EREiMT SPECIES. Wnen two different
species were mixed in normal sea water to form aggregates, as
Galtsofi (,19^5) tried with ^icrociona and Cliona, it was
found that cells coalesced onxy with cells of their own spe-
cies. however, when the alkalinity of the sea water was

raised, tne aggregates of different species stuck to one
another, out tne mass soon disintegrated. Tne ceils that ad-
hered to one another and produced the regenerated Torn) were
always ceils of the saxue species.
FRESH WATER SPONGEb . i'enny ilaoo) found that fresh water
sponges when placed under cunditions unfavorable lor their
normal Dehavior lost their organization and formed small com-
pact oodles of cells or reduction masses. If left in this
condition they would die, out when these reduction oodies
were placed in a favoraDie environment they would Reform new
sponges in much the Sctme manner as already descrioed for
^icrociona.
14,

15.
PHYLUM CQELKNTERaTA.
The coeienterates are txhe simplest multicellular animals
and are without most; of the organs and tissues which char-
acterize tne highest animals. They are radially symmetrical
animals composed of two layers oi' cells, the ectoderm and
endoderin, and an intermediate gelatinous layer called meso-
glea. There is a single opening lunctiomng as mouth and
anus, whicn is usually surrounded by tentacles.
HYDRA ,
The hydras are elongate, cylindrical animals aoie to
attach themselves temporarily by means of a sticKy secretion
at one end which may be called a foot. This is also used in
locomotion. There is a mouth and tentacles, ^o ^erisarc is
present.
As has oeen already mentioned, the earliest experiments
on regeneration were performed uy tne Swiss priest Trembley
(Morgan, 1901) by cutting Jtiydra viridis. When a hydra was
cut in two, two new hydras were produced, if a hydra was cut
into three or four parts, eacn piece produced a new individ-
ual. ii tnese were fed and cut into more pieces, eacn pro-
duced new polyps behaving as ordinary polyps. Further experi-
ments involving cuts in tne anterior end with the tentacles
were tried, and new animals were xor^ea. if only the head end
of a hyara was s^iit m two, each half produced a new nead,
and a two neaded nydra resulted, if tnis were split again

trie result Was a Tour neaded hydra, ijach uehaveu as separate
individuals although all were united on the same stalk. Trem-
Dley went still further in his regeneration experiments ana
was the nr^t .vor&er to ouserve that a hyara, turned inside
out, might regenerate, by pushing the loot tnrougn the mouth,
he maintained that tne ectoaerm wnich lines the entire gastro-
vascular cavity came to take over the function of the endoderm,
and the endoderin assumed the functions of the cells. Roudabusb
^19o5> repeated this experiment of Tremoley in order to deter-
mine the changes occurring in the ectoderm ana endoderm after
the position of the two layers nad ueen reversea. ^sing Hydra
viridis, hydra vulgaris, and ^ydra oiigactis as material, he
proaaea tne hydras with a needle until they were stimulated to
contract. When luiiy contracted, the anterior ena was placed
on the Dottom of a culture dish and the oasal disk was pushed
through the mouth of a hyara Ytith a fine needle until it came
in contact with the oottom of the dish. The hydras turned
and inverted in this manner fell into three distinct classes '»
1) those not aDie to adjust tnemseives to the new situation,
2) those which attempted to return themselves ana o) those
which remain turned ana regenerated. Tnis last class die not
recover out regained a normal organization cy the rearrangement
of tne ceils constituting the ectoderm and enaoderm. The
regeneration was effected by the migration of the cells consti-
tuting the ectoderm and endoderm in opposite directions through
and oeyond the mesoglea. Sections of hydra fixed in corrosive
acetic and stained j^a toto with oorax carmine, two hours after

turning, showed the ectoderm and endouerm of the trunk in
practically normal positions. explanation was offered by
Roudaoush for the way in which the ceil migration occurred.
During this work on regeneration it was noted cy Rouda-
Dush (l9o4) that, during the process of turning the hydra
inside out, a numoer of individuals were torn at the anterior
end. These were isolated in culture dishes and examined at
intervals to see what the outCQuie would be. A large numoer
regener .ted into normal individuals while a smaller percentage
was found to develop two anterior ends and eventually the
division was completeo. it was judged that these animals
underwent a longitudinal division, which was caused oy an ex-
ternal stimulus, and that the process of division therefore,
•was one of regeneration rather than reproduction.
^a^enfuss and Bokenham ^19bb) sought to find out if Hydra
could oe regenerated from either the ectodermal or endodermal
layer alone. When entire cell layers were cultured no regen-
eration occurred; instead the tissue disintegrated. Tnat the
ceil layers did not develop was due to the fact tnat the
difierentiated cells of one tissue layer were not able to
transform into the cell ty^es characteristic of the lacking
tissue layer, and the undifierentiated cells did not become
activated to regenerate this tissue.
jaXgSQClATIuIJ, xn an attempt to find out if isolated cell:,
of Hydra would reunite to form a complete individual, ^apen-
fuss (1934) obtained dissociated ceils of the green hydra,
Hydra viridissima, and a brown hydra (not clearly defined

taxonomically)
,
oy using Wilson 1 s method for tne dissociation
of sponges- Hydra were expressed through silk bolting cloth
of about forty micra, and the expressed tissue cultured in
spring water. The precipitate contained free ectodermal cells
free entodermal cells, and groups of dither ectodermal or
endodermai ceils. The groups of cells contained interstitial
ceils located at the oases of the ectodermal cells. In no
case were ooservaoie fusion masses formed. The ceils did not
unite and no regeneration occurred. This failure was prooably
due to conditions resulting from the dissociation. As was
mentioned, the expressed tissue contained groups of either
ectodermal or endodermal ceils, out rarely uoth kinds attached
together. Fragments cut to contain ectoderm and enuoderm
united by the mesogleal layer did fuse, and eventually hydras
regenerated from them. A striking characteristic of the small
fragments was the amoeboid movement of the endoaermai ceils.
The fragments came together as a result of revolving movements
on the part of each fragment. The fusion was not one of
attraction, for the fragments were observed by ^apenfuss to
Dreak apart again. When two fragments came in contact a clear
hyaline process from one fragment extended over a similar
process from the other fragment, other processes were sent
out and soon they oecame interlaced. Fragments first united
to form a plate with ectoderm on one side, endoderm on the
ether. Tne edges rolled together to form a cylinder, the
endoderm being within. After the body was formed the head
and foot
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were produced. Sometimes irregui.ari.ties and abnormalities
were produced in the early stages 01 regeneration, probably
as tne result of incomplete fusion in some of the regions.
Therefore, Papenfuss concludes that in oraer to form fusion
masses tnere must De pieces containing uotn ectoaermal and
endodermal cells held together by tne mesogieai layer as in
the normal specimen.
TRANSFORATION. Regeneration m some of tne lower ani-
mals consists of a transformation of a piece into a new ani-
mal of smaller size, the transformation being Drougnt aDOut
by a change in tne form of the piece itself rather than
through the production of new material at tne cut ends. I. a
ring was cut from the Dody of a hydra, morgan (,1901j found
that the open enas of the ring soon closea oy contraction of
tne sides of the piece ana in a few hours the ring Decame a
hollow sphere. After a day or two the piece elongated and
tentacles appeared. Tnis was not the replacement of missing
parts, out ratner the transformation of tne old piece into a
new organism.
ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR REGENERATION, ^mg (l90l) founu.
that oy splitting the oral ena of specimens of hydra viridis
douole headed hydras were proauced. if tne nead were cut off
axia the uoay tnen split longituamaliy tnrougn tne oral end,
the total numoer of tentacles produced on the double headed
forms was greater tnan tne original number or tentacles by
an average of three ana four tenth's per nydra. After a time
the douole headed forms separated, forming two complete
•

individuals. When the cut edges united alter iongituuinai
splitting, there was an increase in the numoer or tentacles
due to the ra^id formation of tissue at the region or injury.
When the auoral end was s^lit longituainaliy a aouuie
rooted hydra was produced.
LATERAL REGENERATION . If a triangular piece was cut
from tne side of a nydra, Morgan i.iyoi) round that the 7/ound
healea witnout tne formation 01 a new structure at the place
of injury. From this it would appear that hydra is incapaole
of lateral regeneration.
OBLIQUE REGENERATION. When o clique cuts were Bade near
the head to the foot region, small lateral pieces were pro-
duced. According to J^ing ^.1901), sometimes these pieces were
small and were resoroed, out if these pieces were iar&e, the
i-olyp developed a head which never haa as wany tentacles as
the original. This later separated and lormed a complete ind-
ividual, when "che cut was reversed, tiiat is, from the foot
to the head- region the same result was produced.
GRAFTS . In grafting two ^oly^s Dy tneir aooral surfaces
alter the removal 01 the foot enas, tnen after fusion has
taken ^lace cutting eacn component of the graft close to the
line or urii^n, *-ing Cl90l) round a heaa rormed on the oral
surface and a foot on the other so that a normal individual
was produced. If transverse cuts were made a head developed
on each of tne exposed oral surfaces and tne two components
of the graft yulied apart.

21.
PHYSIOLOGICAL GRADIENTS. Physiological regeneration is
net sharply separated from that inducing cases or regener-
ation alter injury or loss of a part. Both processes appear
to involve tiie same factors. Weimer ^lyo-aj showed that in
hydra the distal fragments in the mass determined where the
hyarantn, which is the nutritive zooid, formed.
By cutting hydras as shown in Figure 2, page 22, Weimer
{l$'£>2) classified tne regenerated types accoraing to their
polarity as unipolar, Dipolar, or multipolar. onipoiar forms
are those which have one main axis of polarity. Bipolar
forms are descrioed as those forms having a complete hydrantn
at each end, or a complete hydranth at one ena witn ax incom-
plete hydrantn at the other represented oy one tentacle.
Multipolar lorws are those in which the cuds appear at the
proximal level of the axis followed oy stalk differentiation.
To determine whether regions of the boay other than the
peristome would function as organization centers, and if a
differential of contact would have any effect on such organ-
ization centers and reconstitution of the masses, Weimer (1954
sectioned codie^ of Hydra oiigactis, then centrifugea tne
pieces. When first removea from tne centrifuge tuDe, the
masses haa the appearance of mosaics. Three to four days
later small rounded elevations appeared, which later became
hypostomes, and near these were imoDiike tentacles. Five to
six days after centrifugin^, the masses were well ueveioped.
He concluded that polarities, if determined, siiouio. result
in a nigh frequency of multipolar forms since the aggregates
1

Figure 2,
Diagram or cuts made to ootain polarity in the hydra. (Weiroer
1932)
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wouia contain more than the cell group, whicn would Deconie
the organizer of a new apical region. Apparently this hap-
pened for from his results, all the aggregates were either
bipolar or multipolar, the multipolar forms predominating,
^e concluded also that the determination and organization of
new polarities was brought aoout by pieces, witn a high rate
of metabolism, from tne oody regions. The pieces were incor-
porated in the mass ana retained the high rate of

physiological activity, because ooservations on the free or
exposed surface, when compared to the contact or lower sur-
face, sho?:ed more developing apical structures or new polar-
ities. The first well developed aricai region to appear on
tne mass seemed to determine a primary gradient.
Unipolar forms when fed, Weimer found, grew until the
hydranth and oody region had attained their normal size.
Tnen four to five millimeter buds oegan to appear first on
the most proximal end of the animal in what would oe the bud-
ding zone if a stalk and foot were ^resent. The average
length of time from sectioning to wnen the Duds appeared was
twenty to twenty-five days.
Bipolar forms, after oeing fed, were found oy Weimer to
produce ouds twenty-eight to thirty-five days after section-
ing. The Duds appeared in the region equidistant from the
apical region. These developed normally ana separated from
the parent. Two or thr-e days later there was a constriction
in the region adjacent to the ouas and the rirst inaication
of a stalK appears. Sixty to seventy days after cutting
there was the first indication of a foot. Seventy to seventy'
five days after cutting the individuals separated.
SIZE . Pieces must ue of a certain size to regenerate,
^eeuie^ ^18a7) found that pieces of hyura measuring less than
one-sixth of a millimeter in diameter, wnich is equivalent
to one two-hundredth of the volume or a hydra, did not regen-
erate. Failure to regenerate was due to the aosence of

suificient material necessary for the production 01 the typ-
ical form.
King ilddl) found that the size of the hydra was one of
the important factors in determining the numoer of tentacles
which v/ould regenerate on tne hypostome of a new individual
formed irom a piece of tne oody wall. Fewer tentacles regen-
erated than were removed. Those individuals, which had orig-
inally the largest numoer of tentacles, regenerated the great-
est average numoer. There was oonsideraole individual vari-
ation in the size of the hy^ostomes, out in general the size
of the hypostome was directly proportional to the numoer of
tentacles, if a polyp was regenerated from the posterior
part of hydra, tne hypostome decreased in size, out was in
proportion to the numoer or tentacles oorne oy tne new indiv-
idual, if a polyp was remodelled from the anterior piece,
the hypostome decreased in size to correspond with the size of
the new tentacles although there was no decrease in the numoer
of tentacles.
TEMPERATURE . In aydra viridis, i'eeoies U8o7; found
that regeneration will take place at an optimum temperature
of twenty-six to twenty-seven degrees Centigrade in forty-
eight hours. At xow«r temperatures the regeneration was
much slower. At twelve degrees Centigraae regeneration took
from ninety-six to one hundred sixty-eight hours to Oe com-
pleted.
FOOD. Weimer {IxoiZ) found that in animals from which
the hypostome and tentacles had oeen removed the pieces had
24.
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developed at least one perfect apical region Dearing a hypo-
stome and tentacles oy the third or i'ourth aay. -»-t was then
possible ror the animal to Degm feeding.
TUBULARIA.
TuDuiaria are coelenterates having large solitary or col-
onial polyps which are pinkish m color - The hydranths Dear
a Dasal and distal whorl of filiform tentacles.
The cutting or a hydroid stem has long served as a stim-
ulus lor tne regeneration of a hydrantn, but tne exact nature
ol the stimulus is not known. Cutting off a part aoes two
things according to Barth ^1^40). L) it releases cells at
the cut surictces from physical and chem.i.cal influences ol the
part removed. it creates a new external environment. A
numoer oi factors are also involved, i; Some cells at tne
cut suriace may oe injured giving rise to wuuna normones
wnich stimulate growtn and differentiation. 8) The exposed
ceiis are auie to lose suDstances more readily. These may
possioly oe inhicitory suostances which prevent regeneration,
b) The exposed ctxxs are in direct contact with oxygen in the
medium. <k) The ceiis are exposed to trie direct action or salt
in the solution.
iiorgan (lbQ6j descrioed the stimulus i'or the formation of
the jjoiy^ as oeing an internal one. The stimulating agent, he
statea, was a material set rree either at tne encs or oy the
entire walls of the stem and was soiuole and aoie to pass into
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circulation.
It has ueen well estaDiished that any group of ceils or
TuDularia, if large enough, will organize itseii' into a hy-
dranth. Early workers showed that sections oi a steni cut at
any level woula regenerate.
The removal oi the hydranth in Tuouiana is not suffi-
cient to cause regeneration, since, if a ligature is tied
through the stem alter cutting off a hydranth, regeneration
is inhioited. ^rgan (.1^06) found that, when an oral and a
basal end 6'f halves of the same piece were exposed at tne
same level, the cut oral end develops hydranths before the
cut basal end. By tying the oral end of the jjiece, then as
soon as the basal hydranth had oe6un to develop, by cutting
off the oral end of the piece below the ligature, the devel-
opment of the oral hydrctnth was delayed or suppressed.
OXYuEW. oxygen is an important i actor m regeneration
of Tubularia. The mechanism for the formation of a nydranth
from a given region of the stem depends to a great extent
upon the oxygen supply. The tissue of the stem will not form
a hydranth within the perisarc oecause the oxygen supply may
be too low, or the oxygen comsumption may be too low for the
process to occur. Any treatment that 'will increase the oxy-
gen comsumption (removal of the perisarc, injection of oxy-
gen gas, or even snaking,) will start regeneration. The hy-
dranth iorms in relation to the increased oxygen supply, with
the oral end of the regenerant at the point of tne highest
oxygen tension.

J^organ ^1905) ouserved that pieces or Tubuiaria stems,
which ordinarily regenerated hydranths at Doth ends when cut,
formed single hydranths at only one end, the free end, when
the other was set upright in the sanu. &e tiedac^u that oxy-
gen in the sea water aided in regeneration.
filler (1937) found that when one end of a stem was
bathed in oxygen in sea water and the other in boiled sea
water, hydranths developed on the end aathea in oxygen. Cir-
culating sea wetter produced more hydranths than did standing
sea water. 7/hen nitrogen w^s bubbled through the sea water
there was complete inhibition at tne end bathed, barth ^1957
J
inserted distal enus of Tubuiaria into a glass tube and found
inhiDition of regeneration at that end with an increase in
regeneration at tne opposite end. h© attributed the inhibited
regeneration to the low oxygen rate.
Since hydranths do not develop at a cut surface when the
perisarc is covering the surface, it has been supposed that
the perisarc interferes with tne circulation of oxygen to the
cut surface.
REMOVAL OF THE PERISARC . Zwiiling U959J demonstrated
that in Tubuiaria exposure t>f the stem without cutting was
sufficient to cause regeneration. When a portion of tne peri-
sarc covering was removed from the stem the coenosarc appeared
as rather mdeterminate masses of material. There seemed to
be, according to Zwiiling, a competition between the tenaency
to retain the vegetative state and tne tendency to form hy-
dranth material. The first stage in the regeneration process

was descrioed as the appearance of the pink pigment. Depend-
ing on existing conditions, the coenosarc oecame either defi-
niteiy determined to form hydranth tissue or retained it's
original condition. A hydranth formed, oroke through, and a
thin perisarc was secreted in the early stages. If it re-
mained in it's original condition the ^ink pigment disappeared
ana "che coenosarc continued to produce more perisarc, out no
hydranth was formed.
There was foona to De a variation in the morphology and
polarity of the regenerant, which depenued roughly on the
amount of coenosarc tissue exposed. When the exposed area was
small, only a limited amount of coenosarc immediately sur-
rounding the area was involved in regeneration. The tissue
did not extend completely around the stem out formed a curved
disc. When the proximal tentacle Duds appeared tney radiated
out from the exposed central area. These regeneraiits emerged
as complete single hydranths whose polarity ^oral-Dasai axis;
was at right angles to the original polarity of the stem.
When large areas were exposed a complete cylinder of coeno-
sarc was involved in the hydranth formation. Tentacle Duds
were formed symmetrically around the stem and when two hy-
dranths emerged they were complete and mirrored images of
each other. They remained fused at the hypostomal region.
The original polarity was retained in tne proximal regenerants
ana completely reversed in the distal. Zwiiiing explained
that the coenosarc must De metaoolizing at a certain level
uefore the hydranth can be formed. When a small opening was

made in the jjerisarc, only the tissues immediately around the
opening got enough oxygen to raise them to this level. Since
the basal portions af a hydranth would form at a lower level
of activity, symmetrical around the stem, a small complete hy-
dranth was formed. As more oxygen was admitted to tne stem,
more coenosarc was activated to form nydrantn tissue.
The stimulus to regenerate was not one of catting or in-
juring the tissue, but exposing the uncut stem to sea water.
This can mean that either some inhibitory substance escaped
from the free surface or that an increased supply of oxygen
stimulated the stem to regenerate. Rose ^1^40; found that
oxygen gas injected into the coelenteron caused regeneration
m th= stem, in some of the stems the regeneration occurred
at the distal end even though the ^erisarc was tied over that
end. v/hen injected, oxygen breaks u^ ±nto a numcer of small
cuDDles and a region of regeneration is set up about each
Duooie . if the stem was cut at these regions a hydranth
formed. Since there was no escape for the inhibitory sub-
stances, the sole factor m stimulating the regeneration was
the introduction of oxygen.
filler (1942) founa that there was evidence of inhibitory
substances whicn must be allowed to escape from the stem. The
fact that oarbon dioxide comDixiea1 with water to produce car-
bonic acid would suggest that the inhibitory action of the
gas might resuxt m an increased acidity of the solution. Me
found there actually was an increase in tne acidity of the
contents of tne coelenteron of stems enclosed in tubes.

However, the oxygen content of the coelenteron was not affect-
ed by an increase in that of the external environment
.
Thus it is interpreted that tne regeneration of Tuouiaria
is dependent u^on the amount of oxygen the tissues receive.
Since the ^erisarc is impermeable to oxygen, the stimulus for
the regeneration is the admission of oxygen due to the cutting
of the perisarc.
RATE OF REGENERATION . The physiological gradient in the
stem is exhibited by the graded rates of regeneration at vari|-
ous levels of the stem. The rate of regeneration is the
measure of the chemical changes involved in the differentia-
tion of the hydranth from the stem after cutting. By utiliz-
ing the variables of size and time, Barth ^19o8> stated it
was possiole to express one rate or change within tne stem at
any j.evei and thus compare rates under various conditions,
iie measured tne rate of regeneration oy tne formula R=Tirs ±*/t 9
wnere r is the radius of the cross section, ^ is the ler.gth
of the regenerate ana t is the time in hours ior the emer-
gence of tne fully formed hydranth.
Hyman (l926) had found that level was an important factor
in determining the dimensions of regenerated oral hydranths.
Bartn (1958) found that the rate of regeneration of
isolated parts of the stem decreased from the distal to the
more proximal regions. Barth snowed that an increase in the
length of tne stem adjacent to tne regenerating enu increased
tne rate of regeneration, if the stem was short the distal
end became dominant and inhipited the proximal end, flyman

(1920, 1926 ) stated there was evidence or a metabolic gradient
in the rate of regeneration with respect to level. The amount
of tissue regenerated in a given time appeared to oe dependent
upon a iaetaoolic rate. The more apical the level within the
limits oi' the primary gradient the more rapidly does it pro-
duce an apical end. She also found that the axial differences
in the rate of regeneration are independent of size or mass
differences at difierent levels. The more apical the level
from which the piece was taken the larger fta^s the size of the
oral (apical) end regenerated ana tnere was a greater mass of
regenerating tissue.
There is a difierence in the rate of regeneration of
apical and oasal pieces which exists under normal conditions.
This difierence can be reduced oy using stems oearing branches
and cutting the apical piece above the oranch and the oasal
piece oeiow the oranch. Since the first branch marks the
limit of TuDularia, individual apical pieces aoove such are
really basal and the oasal pieces below the branch are near
the apical end of the second individual. The difference in
the time of regeneration is less when pieces are cut from a
corresponding level of the stem witnout oranches.
POLARITY . Attempts to analyze the role of the environ-
mental factors in regeneration and the origin of polarity in
Tubularia are complicated oy the heterobeneous nature of the
stem. By polarity in Tuoularia is meant the formation of a
hydranth on the oral end and a stolon on tne oasal enc Some
of tne factors contributing to the polarity of tne regenerant

are tne gradient in tne rate of regeneration ana tne gradient
ol oxygen consumption or tne stem, it nas also oeen proven
tnat the distal hydranth exerts a dominance over tne proximal
cut end and tne latter win not form a new hydranth unless
the distal hydranth is removed. Child also found tnat
dominance controlled lateral ouuding.
^rga.n (1904) tried to explain polarity on the basis
that the oral ^oiyp, which develops first, needs the nutritive
material lor it's development - This it finds in the coeno-
sarc or in circulation and uses it in it's development. Con-
sequently the cut surface at the uasai ena cannot get mat-
erial necessary for it to develop into a hydrantn, ana remains
undeveloped or proauces a stoion.
it has oeen founa oy later investigators Chiller, 1937,
Zwiiimg, 19o9, Goidin and Bartn, 1941, ana Goiain, 194%)
that wnen tne coenosarc is removed irom the perisarc a series
of reorganisationai changes occur involving morpnoiogical and
physiological dediiferentiation. The exposure or the entire
coenosarc to sea water, it was ^nought, might result in suff-
icient reorganiaation to ODliterate tne existing gradients in
the stem. Goidin and Barth (1941) classified regenerated
coenosarc fragments as, unipolar, oipoiar, oipolar-unipolar,
multipolar, and apolar. Unipolar are descri&ad as those
coenosarc fragments wnicn regenerated a single hydranth on the
rounded mass of tissue, bipolar forms regeneratea two hy-
drantns at two opposite poles of the coenosarc. Bipolar-uni-
polar forms regenerated two hydranths from tne same region of

the coenosarc fragments. j»mLtipolar regenerants are those
having iDore than two hyelranths. Apolar are tnose forms which
did not regenerate.
The greatest percentage 01 coenosarc fragments regener-
ated unipolar forms. Multipolar forms constituted a much
smaller percentage. Since exposure of the na^ed coenosarc
to sea water is a sufficient stimulus for nydranth formation,
the formation of hydranths should oe enhanced when the naked
coenosarc is in contact witn sea water and the oxygen dis-
solved in it. That this is true »vas shown Dy the nigh per-
centage of multipolar forms ootained Dy Goldin and Barth.
The high percentage of unipolar forms may have ueen due to
the exposure of a uniform gradient of oxygen in the sea water,
they suggested. -That the initial polarity was lost was shown
by the appearance of regenerated hydranths at the free sur-
face of fragments which had oecome attached, the regenerated
hydranths having no relation to the original polarity.
Goldin ^134^) found that polarity could ce determined
Dy diiierent exposures of tne coenosarc. Fragments were
placed inside glass capillaries so that nail' the surface of
tne fragment was covered Dy the capillary, the other half ex-
posed to sea water. fragments thus experimented upun, new
hydranths appeared at the exposed surfaces, none on tne capped
surfaces. The regenerated fragments were unipolar, and polar-
ized in the direction of the open end of the capillary. Since
the coenosarc fragments at twenty-four hours after removal
from tne perisarc have lost tneir original polarity, the
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polarity 01" the regenerant is new ana is developed in responsq
to an imposed environmental differential.
DOMUJANCX. The phenomenon of dominance has oeen a sud-
ject of much discussion. hymanCl9^0> found that the differ-
ences in electrical potential along the axes form a maniiest-
ation ol' metauolic gradients. She iourid the difference of
electrical potential Detween a hyaranth ana the aistal regions
of the stem was greater in the case of larger hydranths ana
less in the case of smaller hyarantns. Also the hyaranths
were more negative to distal portions ol the stem than to the
proximal regions wnere lateral Qranches were present, how-
ever, the proximal regions were more negative to tne distal
especially when they oore Dranches. Tne potential Difference
between distai ana proximal regions oi the stem was always
less than that Detween the hyaranth and tne distal regions of
the stem.
Barth (,l'c>54u) found that the electrical potential diff-
erences oetween regions of the TuDularia stem varied, in an-
other pa^er ^19b4a) he found that polarity could oe rev ersea
by electric current, and there were varied results in the in-
hibiting effects of the electric current.
Barth ivl958j stated that dominance may be exerted through
the transportation of substances. TuDularia shows a gradient
of inherent rates. Therefore there must oe graded differences
m the concentration of some suostances which account for the
different rates, earth used the symbol "E n to represent these
substances, and found nE" was present in hignest concentration

in young cells at the distal end. It's lowest concentration
was at the proximal end. Therefore, he explained, internal
factors were responsible for the differing rates at various
levels of tne stem. Another factor travelling in the stem
and causing an increase in rate was called "S". Tms factor
was transported tnrough the gastrovascular cavity in the cir-
culation. If one end was using up the materials in rapid re-
generation the concentration of "S n in the circulation would
be lowered, so at the opposite end substances might pass into
the gastrovascular cavity from the cells ana. inhibit regen-
eration oy the removal of available materials. This process
was essentially one of chemical change. When the circulation
"S" was blocked by a droplet of oil injected into the coel-
enteron the dominance was blocked, both the distal and prox-
imal ends regenerated independently of each other anu no dom-
inance was exerted by the distal end.
T&jffERATUBE , Recent woric by Moog ^194Jd> and ^oore^l959;
suggests that the critical point for regeneration in Tubularia
approximates twenty degrees Centigrade.
X-RAY . Curtis and Ritter ^.19£7J suDjected Tubularia to
x-radiation and found no regeneration of tne removed hydranths
occurred, although the coenosarc remained alive as was shown
oy the active circulation of ^articles witnin tne enteron.
STRYCHNINE , filler and Miller (2957) found that contin-
uous exposure to strychnine resuiteo. m a decrease in tne size
of the hydranth primordia and in an increase in the time of
development. A definite degression of the process of
*
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regeneration was noted,
PtiNMAHlA.
J^ennaria is a Dranching colony round in shallow water.
The hydranths Dear a oasal whorl of filiform tentacles and
also short knoboed tentacles on the hypostome.
DlbbOClATICM . To ootain dissociated, cells in ^ennaria
tiarelia, Wilson (.1911) cut the hydroid into fragments and
pressed them through silk Doxting cloth, after his method of
obtaining dissociated cells in sponges, &e observed fusion
to take place at once, and within a few hours the tissue had
formed reticular sheets on the oottom of the dish. Witnin a
day, the fusion masses were surrounded Dy a distinct perisarc
which was pink. About three days after pressing, outgrowths
were formed, the original mass oemg spheroidal with a tnick
perisarc. Wilson describee these outgrowths as adhering at
first to the oottom, later rising, and having on their extrem-
ities readish brown xnobs resting on lighter colored stalks.
Six days after pressing tne outgrowths bore hyaranths, each
with filamentous tentacles and upper short capitate tentacles.
When the coenosarc Astern material) was pressea through
gauze in the same manner oy Wxlson, thus oreasing pure coeno-
sarcal tissue into ceils, he statea that fusion occurred in
twenty minutes. <ki tne next day a distinct perisarc was ob-
served. >->n the third day, outgrowths haa xormea ana later
these transiormed into hydranths oearing short tentacles.
• *

.tll^TUijULrxUiiii bl'ui>JLbD « In a drop Of live tissue pressed
through gauze and kept under ooservation, small masses formed,
according to Wilson, which were inclusive, having endoderm
cells, cnidoolasts, and pale cells prooaoly or ectodermal
origin,
in studies oi the fusion masses sectioned ana stamea,
Wilson showed the masses to be solid bodies of uniform struct-
ure with no stratification into layers. Ectoderm ana endoderm
layers haa oegun to differentiate ana surrouna a central cav-
ity.
in the pressea out material fixed ana stained, Wilson saw
quantities of large granular cells, many of which were spher-
oidal. These he ceiievea to be endoaermai granular cells.
There were also droplets of a translucent saostance varying in
size yet smaller than the endodermal cells, wnich were common.
This material v/as interpreted to represent miknute fragments of
protoplasm that had rounded off. The ectoderm was composed
of finely granular material and sometimes included nettle cella|
REMOVAL OF HYDRAim'THS . Another method by which regener-
ation was brought about m ^ennaria was by the amputation of
the hydranths from young branches on the colony, as investi-
gated by ^uckett i.l9o6j. if pieces were laid fiat on the
bottom of the dish the cuenos^rc, on emergence from tne peri-
sarc, came in contact witn the dish and holdfasts, instead of
hydrc-uiths, were regenerated. So the oranches were suspended
in running sea water, and only hydranths were regenerated,
even at the basal end of the stem.

iAor^hologically, J^uckett observed the process oi" regener-
ation as consisting of wound closure which took place aoout
six nours alter amputation, and appeared to De due to an ap-
proximation ol' the cut edges oi' tne coenosarc. The regener-
ation processes tnen set in ana in anotner six nours there was
tne lirst indication oi" a regenerating hyaranth in the form-
ation oi' a knob like protuoerance cy the coenosarc. This was
covered oy a thin meiDDrane layer oi" periscirc which was rup-
tured when the new hydranth emerged. The coenosarc Dud con-
tinued to grow and tentacles appeared as amail evaginated cuds
on tne oody of the hydrantn auout twenty-four nours after amp-
utation, Tne prouoscJLS appeared as an evagination from the
distal end of the uud, and late in the process tne mouth open-
ing oroke through. Regeneration was completed within thirty-
six to forty-eight hours after amputation of tne nydranths.
X-RADIATION . investigators nave demonstrated thatx-rad-
iation is a valuaule tool in studying tne process of regener-
ation in various animal groups. 3y means of x-ray, aDnormal
conditions have oeen produced in tne tissues and cells of
normally regenerating structures wnich result in their failure
to regenerate.
To determine tne effects of x-raaiation, hydranths were
removed ana the oranches immediately radiated m small dishes
of sea water, bucket t ^1956 ) found tnat dosages of ten thou-
sand five hundred Roentgen units or larger completely inhibited
the regeneration of hydranths. Dosages of a lesser amount
retarded regeneration of hydranths, out did not inhioit their

formation completely.
A formation of fresh tissue took place during the first
twelve to eignteen hours after radiation at the cut surface of
the oranck, forming founded Duds. which were never able to diff
erentiate into new hydranths.
Since in ^ennaria, as In other hyuroias, the individual
hydranths are connected oy a common coenosarc and share a
common circulation Dy means of a coelenteron, ^uckett invest-
igatea tne effect of x-radiation on tne regenerative aoilities
of a colony. To find out If there are any toxic suDstances
wnicn may oe formed in the exposed portion ana which may pass
over to the unexposed portion to retara or inhibit hydranth
regeneration, a portion of the colony was snielaea irom rad-
iation oy a lead plate. The experimental set-up asea oy
^uckett is shown on page 40, figure '6. one completely screen-
ed colony, C, and one completely exposea colony, A, were usea
as controls. All the hydranths had oeen amputated ana the
branches were arranged in such a way that one branch was ex-
posed to radiation while a remaining connected portion -was
protected Dy a lead plate, A single exposure to x-raaiation
of ten thousand five hundred Roentgen units whs given.
fuc^ett found that the colony expos ea to raaiation (a)
failed to regenerate the lost hydranths. The completely screen
ed colony regenerated lost hydranths within forty-eignt nours.
In tne partially exposed colony {B) the portion protect ~d Dy
the screen from the radiation regenerated it ! s lost hyarantns
in forty-eight hours.

Figure 3.
Diagram oi" x-radiation experiment.
(Aiter Puckett)
.
Colony A radiated control
Colony C sareened control
Colony B x-radiated portion
p.d. petri dish
j..p. lead plate
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The iaea tnat a toxic substance is lormeu in tne raaiatea
portion wnich may spreaa tnroughout the coiony is aiscreaitea,
for the non-regenerating uranches of tne raaiatea siae acted
as if independent of the unraaiated tissue, and there has
ueen no eviuence found of any regenerating promoting substance
passing from the unradiated to the raaiatea portion.
SALTS* in certain marine inverteorates moderate dil-
utions of sea water have been shown to increase the rate of
regeneration. £iel {IVcx) investigated tne effect of salts
u^on the regeneration of i'ennaria. Solutions of glycine,
urea, glycerin, glucose, and lactose of the same osmotic
pressure as sea water were used. These proved toxic to ^enn-
aria and no regeneration occurred.
In determining whether the nature of the ions influenced
the rate of regeneration, solutions of souium ions, calcium
ions, potassium ions, and magnesium ions were usea in the
same concentrations as in sea water, in no case .Vets there an
acceleration in the length of regeneration, out rather a re-
tardation. Salts also tended to retard the rate of regener-
ation in ^ennaria.
LlbhT. ^oeb CX89l) and Goldfaro have founa that
the regeneration of hydranths af ^ennaria takes pla^e when the
animal is exposed to light, if tne hydrantns were removed
from a colony, and the colony Kept in the darn:, hyaranths aid
not appear; but if the colony were orougnt .uack into the light
tne nydranths would appear, -^oeo tried the effects of diff-
erent colored lights on regenerating hydranths. Colonies kept

under blue glass plate regenerated new hydranths on the fourth
day. ^ot a hyaranth a^jjeared on the colonies kept under red
glass, on the ninth day the red glass was replaced uy the
blue, and the hydranths Degan to appear, he explained this
by assuming the refrangiole ^red> rays aetea as darkness
.
GoldfarD found that exposure to diffuse light varying from a
few minutes to nineteen hours did not result in hydranth form-
ation, out exposure to orilliant light for not less than two
days regenerated hydrantns. ^ennana colonies kept in the
dark never developed hydranths, therefore, light is essential
for regeneration in ^ennaria.
ThYhUAiai . Torrey U954j found that regeneration of the
hydranth in ^ennaria was depressed Dy thyroxin solutions in
a concentration of one part to fifty thousand, ^e also found
that aetailic iodine was a more effective depressant on re-
eeneration than the thyroxin.
ELECTRIC CURRENT , Bartn U9b4aj obtained anodal inhio-
ition which was complete at sixty-iswo volts. This inhibition
was found to be reversible.
When the hydranth was placed at right angles to the cur-
rent, the hydranth bent towards the anode and the tentacles
contracted on the anodal side of the hydranth.
he concluded that there was no coincidence of electrical
polarity and organic polarity. That during regeneration a
Dioelectric current may flow externally either to or from the
actively regenerating region was shown in a later paper 1.1934D
Any interference with the piolectric current retarded

regener-atio n.
EUDENDRIUM .
Eudendrium is a branching, colonial hydroid which has a
distinct and annulated perisarc. The hyar^nth Dears a single
whorl of filiform tentacles,
DISSOCIATION . To obtain recunstitution from dissociatea
cells of Eudendrium ramosum, the hydroid was pressed through
silk gauze in the manner descriDed previously. It was round
by Wilson (1911) that masses fused a-uuost immediately . Four
days after dissociation an outgrowth occurred with a definite
perisctrc cowering. A day later he observed clearly the
ectoderm and endoderm. A few days later, an outgrowth adhered
to the glass, like a hydrorniza, and another projected upward
into the water, beginning to take the form of a hyuranth.
!»ater the ectoderm contracted away from the perisarc, and
nettle cells were observed by Wilson on enlarged tentacular
ends.
Wilson made sections of the restitution mass when it was
twenty-!'our hours old. These studies showed the perisarc
surrounding the living tissue, in the interior of the mass
cnidooiast cells were common. Between the cells, protoplasm
existed as a vague reticulum with scattered nuclei in it.
STIna.ULU'6 . GoldfarD(li*07) found that in the regeneration
of Eudendrium from which the hydranths were removed, any severe
injury at any level of the colony may cause polyps to regen-
erate if they are exposed to sea water. Thi^ was « i q<~> fm^

to be true for Tuoularia. The maximum numoer oi' polyps re-
generated. Dy Eudendriuin was round not to occur in normal sea
water, out in a solution of sea water diluted with twenty per-
cent tap water. When the hyaranths and the primary oranches
were removed and oniy the mam stem of the colony was kept in
sea water, the new hydranths were regenerated in aoout forty-
eight nours.
TEMPERATURE . Goldfarb also founa that regeneration in
the numoer of hydranths increased with an increase in temp-
erature to the optimum. Regeneration increases up to twenty-
eight degrees Centigrade. With a loweiing of temperature,
tne hydranth regeneration was decreased and at ten degrees
Centigrade regeneration v/as inhiDited.
CONTACT AfllD PRESSURE . Contact, pressure, and impact were
found to oe inhiDiting influences who.cn tended to prevent
complete development at those ends which came in contact with
or are pressed upon a solid body.
LIGHT . The hydranths were removea Dy Goldfaro ^1906; in
a dark chamber and the colonies kept in sea water in the
chamber. About forty-eight hours after removal of the hy-
drantns, new hydranths were formed appearing as single hy-
i
dranths or groups of hyaranths.
Direct rays of the sun were injurious aa no polyps dev-
eloped.
Colonies kept in the dark and then exposed for brief
periods were stimulated to regenerate more reaaiiy than those
ke^t in the light.
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Goldlarb concluded that darkness does not prevent tne re-
generative processes in Eudenci.rj.uia from taking place, nor does
it retard nor decrease the nuiDDer of hydranths formed.
ELEoTRIC CURRBMTS- Barth {±2'o<k) in determining the efi'ec
of electric currents on regeneration found no cathodal out-
growths. The anodal outgrowths are ooth oasal and apical,
and hydranths form from some of tnem. ne also found that when
the hydranth was placed at right angles to the current, the
hydranth Lent toward the negative cathode pole, tte conclucea
that this was due to contraction, since tne hydranth returned
to the original position when the current was Droken. The
tentacles contracted on the cathode side when the hydranths
were placed at right angles to the current.
INTERNAL FACTORS. Goldfarb found that within the
perisarc the coenosarc can move en masse, and invariably moves
toward the Dasal end of the piece, o-e oo^erved that regener-
ation occurs only where the coenosarc is present ana stated
that whether regeneration shall or shall not take ^iace at a
a cut end is determined by the migration of tne coenosarc.
This crowds the coenosarc at the basal end of a piece, and if
conditions are favorable a pojyp readily appears there, ne
also stated that the migration of the coenosarc is furthered
by inverting the pieces, which is almost certain to stimulate
regeneration at the basal ends.
Internal factors affecting the regeneration of Eudendrium
can be age, which determines the rate of regeneration and also
the number of hydranths regenerated, and the amount of
*

coenosarcal influence on the numDer ana position or the re-
generating polyps.
REGENERATION IN OTHER gYDROIDS
,
PODOCQRYNE . hargitt {1x15) found that oy pressing cells
of ^odocoryne carnea, a hydroid on -uimulus, shells of hermit
craos, and rocks, the precipitate yielded cei^-s of ectoderm,
endoderm, nematocysts, ana interstitial cells. The ceil ag-
gregates were suo-spherical in shape and showea consiaeraoie
variation, resemoiing emoryonic bxastulae or moruiae. After
aggregation there was a process of encystment consisting of
the secretion of perisarc aoout the entire mass and the aa-
hesion of the mass to the ooutom of the glass, ^argitt dee-
criDed hydranth formation during tne second day as Deing ac-
complished cy the protrusion of uud like growths tnrough the
perisarc. on the fifth aay alter dissociation of the hydroid
ceils, a iuily formed hydranth was formea, oearing a hypostome
and three tentacles. Full development occurred witnin the
next two days.
harg-itt also found that the rate of development differed
among the different fusion masses. Small individuals were
usually developed from small aggregates.
EYDRACTIiMa . nydractinia echmata is a polymorphic, un-
branched, colonial hydroid which exhioits under certain con-
ditions a change of polyp form on regeneration.
Wilde (.1340) found that if pieces of the stalks of the
gonozooids ^the reproauctive individuals.) were severed from

the Irving substrate ana cut Delow the Sjjorosacs, regeneration
occurred, in all cases ana the gonozooid form was reconstituted
Gastrozooids cut in the same manner Dy Wilde Delow the
tentacular ring aiso regenerated, the result oeing that in ail
cases well developed gastrozooids were formed- When small
pieces of the s^orosac region of the gonozooids, stained with
Wile tolue sulphate, were grafted into the oral tissues of the
gastrozooids oeiow the tentacles, most of the pieces regener-
ated and formed either a gonozooid ar a gonozooid and a
gastrozooid.
Wilde oelieves there are definite influences in certain
regions of the poiy^ during regeneration. The gonozooid in-
fluencing region is in the most oral third of tne gonozooid.
The horny-covered living suDstrate is the gastrozooid influ-
encing region. He conclude^ that there is a oalance oetween
the two regions, that which is dominant D«ing expressed in the
final form of the regenerate.
GONIOME&KJS . An unusual process of regeneration is that
of incomplete regeneration, hargitt {±302) found that in Gon-
ionemus vertens, the cut edges came together, fused, and the
pieces assumed the form of the Deli, Dut the missing parts
were not replaced, ^rgan Cl301j found that in an individual
cut in two, shown oy figure 4, page 48, each half closed in
and became bell shaped.
Each new individual had oniy two of the original radial
canals that each half had when separated from the other. A
faint line along the region of fusion of the pieces appeared

to represent a new racial canal, and each half proooscis had
completed itself, &o new tentacles formed except perhaps one
or more where the cut edges met. Actually there seemed to toe
little regeneration, although a typical jelly-fish was assumed
oy each half piece.
Figure 4.
(After Morgan, 190l)
Morgan also found if the jelly-fish was cut into four
pieces, each piece containing one of the radial canals, these
pieces assumed a call xike form. A new procoscis was develop-
ed from the proximal end of the old radial canal, ana since

this end was carried to one side during the closing in of the
^±ece, the new proooscis was lying not at the top of the sub-
umoreiia space, out to one siae. Pieces even smaller than
one fourth of the jelly-fish were found Dy Doth &argitt and
Morgan to assume the shape of the oj.d Deli and contained a
part oi one of tne radial canais. however, they did not find
tnat missing organs came uacK. That the animals do undergo
a certain amount of regeneration was observed oy these invest-
igators in the formation of a ne.; ^roooscis, and in certain
cases Dy a new radial caaai. *«K>rgan stated that even tentacle];
may De partially regenerated, if the margin of the cell was
cut off near the Dase of the line of the tentacles. Saall
knoDs were found to appear along the cut edge, out the pieces
died oefore regeneration was very far along. If tne margin
was cut off in one quadrant, Morgan found new tentacles may
De produced along the cut edge.
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Pl;:.^.. CTENQPiiORA .
The ctenopnores are soft, delicate jellyfishes of a more
or less spherical, pear shaped, or cylindrical body form.
There are eight longitudinal bands of cilia, "coicds", which
are organs of locomotion. Each of these oanas is composed of
a series of transverse plates lormea oy the fusion of long
cilia. The animal has an oral ena at which is found the mouth
leading into a stomach. At the aooral end is a slignt cavity
which is connected with the eight oands of cilia Dy four cil-
iated grooves, thus forming the statocyst or apical organ.
The ctenopnores, until recently, have Deen regarded as a
group lacking tne powers of regeneration, however, regener-
ation has Deen observed and aescri^ea in ^nemiopsis ieidyi
(Agtissiz) oy Coonfieid K±3i>6).
in bringing about regeneration, specimens were cut in
several different positions to produce regenerating nalves.
One method 'was to cut the specimen across the DOdy midway oe-
tween tne apical and oral ends. This type of cutting gave the
following results according to Coonfieid. flew plates were
formed between the old ones along the stretched rows at the
oral ena of the apical pieces within five clays. Additional
plates formed at the apical ena Of oral pieces in tnree days.
An apical organ was formed in most oral pieces within two days,
A secoiia methoa of forming halves was by longitudinal cutting
midway Detween the adesopnageal plate rows. The cutting was
done along the midline except in the region of the apical

organ. ±11 this region the cut was m^ae to one aiae of the
apical organ in order to leave this organ m one Of the halves
Of the halves retaining the apical organ> most lived and each
regenerated tour complete rows oi platen within fi^tne days* Of
tne halves v/nieh lived and did not retain the original apical
organ most retorted trixs organ ana four complete rows of
plates, and several shov/ed signs of regenerating either an
apical organ or rows of plates oy the end of the tenth day.
The third method of cutting ^nemiopsis in order to ootain re-
generating halves was Dy longitudinal cutting midway oetween
the adtentacular plate rows. The cut was maae to one side of
the apical organ in order to leave the structure in one of the
halves. Out of the pieces thus cut, most retained the apical
organ and lived, each regenerating four complete rows of
plates within eignt aays. Those which did not retain tne a-
pical organ, uvea, out formed the organ ana four complete
rows of plates, and some failed to regenerate either an apical
organ or rows of plates, in regenerating thirds the animals
were divided Dy two cross cuts oetween the apical and oral
enas thus aividing them into apical, miadie, and oral pieces.
The apical pieces survived ana formed tne plate rows and canal
connections as well as looes anu auricles at the oral end.
The middle pieces, which lived, regenerated the apical organ
and canal connections in the apical zone, and canal connect-
ions as '.veil as looes and auriciea in the oral ena. Of the
oral pieces each regenerated an apical organ and formed canal
connections. Regeneration in these experiments was completed
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within seven days*
From these experiments, Coonfieia concluded tnat in ^nem-
iopsis the apical organ is the regulating center during re-
generation. The specimens which retained the apical organs
regenerated the rows of plates within less time and in a higner
percentage of cases than those which aia not retain the organ,
in all portions which did not retain tne original apical organ;
the structure was regenerated in all cases oefore the rows of
plates. Regular organization was complete alter the apical
organ had regenerated, in some cases, certain pieces, which
Tailed to form lost rows of plates after longitudinal cutting,
rounded up and continued to live as normal animals. If tne
original apxcai organ nad not oeen retained this structure was
soon regenerated.
Tne sequence or recognizaoie pnases of regeneration were
described Dy Cornfield as wound closure, swelling, stretching,
and reformation of the lost parts. Wound closure was accom-
plished oy edges of the outer Dody wail moving together and
fusing with each other. Wound closure was completed within
five hours after the operation. The swelling ana stretching
of the region at the regenerating area .vas indicated Dy a
stretching of the rows of plates. Stretching was completed
within eighteen hours, and at this time plates on these rows
had oecome widely separated. Elates regenerated on rows at
regular intervals between the old plates within a few hours.
When cuts were made to remove parts of the body containing rows
of plates on the apical organ tnese structures were reformed.

The apical organ reformed first ana the regeneration of the
rows of plates followed in a few hours, and plates regenerateu
on the rows within three hours after the rows were complete.
Foi.lowing removal of sections from plate rows, the remaining
enas of the rows gulled together, fused, stretched or formed
solid cords which later oecame hollow, Wew plates formed in
tne healed region and in oetween the old plates which haa been
pulled apart by stretching,
PHYSIOLOGICAL GRADIENT . Two methods of testing for a
gradient by ausorption of apical organ grafts were usea by
Coonfield and Goldin (1957,) . Cuts were maae at four levels as
shown in figure 5, page 54. Certain organs were removed along
with tne aboral portion of the oody. in the first method the
apical organ was transported to different levels of the body.
Tne results show that tne grafts near the apical organ were
absorbed at a slightly shorter time than those farther away.
In tne other method the apical organ of tne host was removed
at the time of transplantation, ana in this way the possiole
influence of this organ on the absorption of the graft was
eliminated. There was no a^preciaole difference in the time
of absorption of the grafts at different levels in the boay.
There was a low percentage of grafts when the apical organ
was removed, many of these grafts persisted however, Dut no
regeneration occurred. This failure to regenerate was due to
the inniDitory influence of the grafts and from this tney con-
cluded that a physiological gradient is not present in
^nemiopsis
•

Figure 5.
Diagram showing cuts in Mnemiopsis.
AT, aatentacular row; AP, apical organ; AE adeso^hageal
row;
L, loDe; M,iDOuth; AU, auricle, S, stomadeum.
-
PHYLUM PLATYHELMIHTHES .
The Platyheiminthes are the simv -i-est multicellular ani-
mals that are oilateraliy symmetrical with anterior-posterior
ana dorso-ventral differentiation. These animals have a di-
gestive cavity having a single opening. They have ectoderm,
endoderm and mesoderm, and also an excretory system of i'lame
ceils, opening to the outside through a pore or pores. The
nervous system consists or paired cereoral ganglia forming a
orain at the 1'orward ena, ana nerves extending to various
parts or tne Dody. Special sense organs, when present, con-
sist ol simple eyes, tentacles or statocysts.
PQLYUHQSRUS CAUDATUS . ^olyohoerus caudatus is a small
marine turoeliarian which has no eyes or otner sense organs
and no excretory system. There is no axial gut nor central
nervous system to influence regeneration.
Cut head pieces are easily stimulated into regenerative
activity Dy changing tne water or jarring the dxsh, while the
middle ana tail pieces hardly show any activity unless vio-
lently disturbed. Differences in the rate of regeneration
oetween pieces are small.
Anterior regeneration at difierent levels wq.s found by
Stevens ana Boring (1905) to occur not Dy muscular contraction
ana tne union of muscle Danss, Dut by a folding under and the
union of the cut edges.
The histological study of regeneration in r'olycnoerus
caudatus was descriDed Dy Boring in 1905. Worms were cut into
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head, middle, and tail pieces, he found that the exposed
surface heals oy totipotent iormative cells migrating to the
surface to form new tissue. The cells at the cut end secretec
the cuticular suostance nnu developed cilia. There was founa
a streaming of parenchyma cells towara the regenerating regior:
TRICLADIDA. In the orcier Triciadida, belonging to the
class TurDellaria, much work has Deen done on the family
i^ianariidae which includes ^lanaria, Dendrocoelum, and ^hag-
ocata. The regenerative process oy wnich a piece of the ani-
mal forms a perfect individual involves healing of the wound
surfaces, formation of a small amount of ne.v tissue at these
regions as a resuxt of division, xocaxizution, and differenti-
ation of the iormative ceixs, ;Uid regulatory cnanges by wnich
the piece gradually assumes normal proportions. Even the
small and irregular fragments exhibit a polarity so that in
the process of growth the axes of the original body are pre-
served in the new individual. Each piece has the capacity
to form a normal adult except in special cases.
When the cut edge is exposed there is involved a rapid
covering over of the exposed tissues. This process generally
taKes place from the margin of the wound, and a layer of ceils,
usually of ectoaerm, covers the surface. The closing over may
be Drought aDOut by tne contraction of the muscles.
In pianaria it has oeen generally founa that during re-
generation, ectoderm covers the exposed surface and from it
arises new ectoderm. The digestive tract- appears to come in
part from the old tract, and part from the middle layer of
•
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cells. The nervous system appears to develop from the middle
layer oi' ce±xs found scattered througri the Doay. These form
sort oi' a reserve su^jLy that gives rise to the digestive
tract, nervous system, and tne middle layer cells in these
parts, From tnem arise a new pharynx and tne lining of the
pharynx chamber.
Curtis and Schulze ^1954j have found tnat in regeneration
there can oe four possible sources of new tissue. -»-ake ceils
wnich produced like cells; specialized ceiis aeamerentiated
and rededifierentiatea into other cell ty^es; unspecialized
or formative ceils tnat had persisted from emoryonic life
might De a source; or changes ibight include more than one of
these processes. They found that the cells of planarians do
not produce others like themselves except in the case of the
formative ceixs and concluded that regeneration in planarians
was correlated with the numoer of formative cells. They re-
garded tne formative cells as the oniy i^ortant source of
new tissues, there being difiiculty in being sure tnat the
formative cells arose onj.y from pre-exxsting formative cells
and not uy difrerentiation. histological sections revealed
an auunuanee of formative ceils in emoryonic or juvenile
stages in the development of the ^lanarian. In some sections
the formative cells were ooserved in the process of uitosis.
Curtis and Schulze have made a diagram illustrating the
history of the formative ceils in tne individual according to
the various theories and as arising uy deuifferentiation.
This is reproduced in figure 6, page 58.
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Figure 6.
Diagram of the history of tne formative ceils in the
individual, according to the conflie Ling theories of formative
cells as a persistent emoryonic stock and as arising oy de-
differentiation. (After Curtis ana Senate, l9o4>
.
ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR REGENERATION . Tremoxey ana Spai±an-
zani were the first to realize that, at tne ena of a piece of
an animal from which the head has been cut, a new head de-
velops, ana that from a posterior cut surface oi' a piece a
new posterior part regenerates. This type of regeneration is
anterior-posterior regeneration.
If the anterior end is cut 4>ff at any level a new head
is ^roducea. The new worm is at first too snort, tne nead
uemg too near zne new pnarynx. however, changes take place
in the region oehind the head that lead to the aevelopment of
new material in this ^art. The new head is carried fartner

and farther forward until the typical relations oi the parts
nave ueen formed, and until growth, in the region oehind tne
head comes to an ena.
WilsonCl94l) founa that the regeneration oi a planarian
heaa Kept in four-fifths Ringer's solution occurred in the
following manners The wound nealed oy tne contraction of
the adjacent tissues and a slow overgrowth from the cut mar-
gins of the ectodermal epithelium. The cells of tne paren-
chyma were stimulated to diviae and migr<*tea to tne surface
of the wound where tney accumulated as a mas.- of indifferent
tissue. The nerve fitters from the old nerve cord prooaoly
grew into this tissue mass anu exerted a formative influence.
^lanarians cut transversely oetween tne pharynx ana head
developed two half neaas on tne anterior surface when Kept in
dilute Ringer's solution according to Wilson, ne found that
tney later united to form one complete head, he descrioeo.
the process as one whereoy the wound closed Dy contraction.
There was a healing of the cut edges of the ectodermal epithe-
lium, which took place more slowly tnan oy the overgrowth of
the epithelium from these edges. Two pockets were thus formed
in which the migrating formative cells accumulated, fn the
mass of nev; tissue thus formed, a cereorai ganglion and an
eye were differentiated. The two naif—heads were united Dy
tne uriage of tissue growing ventral to the wound.
WiJson ^1987 ) descriued some rather unusual cases oi head
regeneration in ^lanaria. From a meaian longitudinal cut ex-
tending from the tail to the fromt of the pnarynx regenerating
59

heads produced multiple eyed heads at tne anterior angle.
vJther heaas were produced on tne lateral margin of the cut,
cehxnd the anterior angle with tne axis perpendicular to the
axis or the original animal, in otners, tne heads formed from
tiie Dridge of tissue grown across tne anterior angle as a
pouch extruding ventraily with the dorsal suriace of the head
lining the cavity.
Heads regenerated on tne posterior margin of a rectang-
ular hole cut through the oody in tne region of tne pharynx.
Tails were produced on tne anterior margin of tne hole, form-
ing two individuals united Dy lateral strips, ^eads were pro-
duced on tne lateral margin oi the hole with the axis perpen-
dicular to the ori&inai axis oi tne animal.
Head like structures were regenerated in tne ne*v tissue
formed Dy trie closing of a cut. Tnese structures projected
dor saily as conical outgrowtns, and were identified Dy eye
pigment spots.
Compound heads witn more tnan one anterior tip ana several,
eye spots regenerated around the median anterior angle of the
tail piece ootained oy two oulique cuts extending posteriorly
and laterally from a median point Dehind tne head.
Tnere are five classes of anterior ends produced m re-
generated pieces. These are descnoed oy tsuchanan {XS'dZ) as,
l) normal or those cases in which the head is tne usual form
of those in nature, z) teratopthalmic, in which the shape of
the head is normal, out the eyes show some degree of aonormal-
ity ranging from slight reductions in size and nearness to the

median line, to a single eye; o) teratoiaor^nic forms are those
in which the shape of the head is abnormally reduced in size.
The cephalic lobes are approximated to the median line and
the eye is single and median; 4 J anopthalmic is more or less
anterior regeneration but has no eye, and b) the acephalic or
neadless type, which has no appreciable anterior regeneration,
it is merely a healed wound.
LATERAL RriiiEWjiiR^TIQN . lateral regeneration m planarians
takes piace readily. i*k>rgan (1901 J showed tnat It a worm was
Split in two aiong the middle of the oouy each hall regenerated
the missing naif. This was ODservea to oe urought auout Dy
the development of new tissue along the cut siae and the ex-
tension into new parts oi the outgrowth from the digestive
tract, he also found that if a worm was split lengtnwise into
two unequal p^rts lateral regeneration took place. The larger
piece produced material along the cut side, and into the new
parts extended branches of the old digestive tract. Further
observations showed that if a piece were cut from the side of
a pianarian, a head developed at the anterior ena of tne new
material. At first the head was developed more to one siae
than anteriorly, but later changed it's position.
OBLIQUE REGENERATION . To produce oblique regeneration
Morgan <,iyOi) cut planarlans obliquely. A new head appeared
first to one side and not in the middle of the oolique surface
on the anterior cut surface of the posterior piece. The new
head formed at right angles to the cut surface. The anterior
piece produced a new tail at the side of the posterior cut

surface between the old ana the new parts. If a cross piece
was cut and kept until the new tissues appeared over the an-
terior and posterior cat surfaces, then split .Lengthwise, a
new head was developed from each piece. This ne*v material was
at first totipotent, that is, made up of formative cells.
Further observations oy morgan showea that if the anterior end
was cut, onxy a head was formed at tne anterior cut surface of
a posterior piece, and an intermediate region was absent. As
sen as enough material from the anterior end was formed, the
head appeared and oegan to develop. Since the tendency to
produce a head approaching the maximum size was stronger tnan
the tendency to produce as much as possible of the missing
anterior end, he concluded that all the new material goes to
form the head.
Morgan (l9Q4j founu that, in planarians, the shortness of
a piece is a factor which enters into the character of the new
part, in -fianaria maculata, it has oeen generally agreed upon
that tnere is a tendency for the new structure to become a
head rather than a tail. He founa that when the influence of
polarity is removed a head appears on short cross pieces, in
^lanaria simplicissima, the tendency for the regenerative
processes to produce a tail was stronger than to produce a
head, so that two tails appeared when the polarity was re-
duced or removed.
GRAFTS. In grafts on ^hagocata gracilis, morgan (.1906
)
cut short pieces from different parts of the worm ana graftea
these py the anterior surface to the anterior surface of long

pieces iron* different p«.rts of another worn. -t-f conaitions
of the graf t were such that a part of an anterior surface was
exposed, a head was regenerated from the exposed part of that
surface. A single neaa formed, gradually grew to the size of
a head of the larger component, the smaller duplicate parts
of the compound worm were absorbed, and one complete worm
lived.
iatorgan aleo found that long pieces from the head region
of a worm, reversed, and grafted on the heaa region of another
worm, regenerated tails at the exposed posterior surface of
the shorter component of the graft.
When Doth -Long and short components of a graft were cut
through the head regions, it was found that a head regenerated
at the forward angle on one edge of the line of the graft,
although there was no exposed anterior surface.
in dorso-ventral grafts douole worms were produced. The
two neads were at the line of the graft each Qeing derived
from a component of the graft. The heads regenerated at the
normal place for head regeneration, out not from the free
cut surface. The exposed posterior surface of the smaller
component in the case of the dorso-ventral graft regenerated
a tail and never closed in. it Decame a mor<j or less full
sized worm attached to the other worm.
ItwLUEflCE OF THE aiERVOUS SYSTEM . When the nervous sys-
tem of grafts was studied by ^rgan, she found that the long-
itudinal nerves of the two components of the grait did not
squarely unite and probably the anterior ends of longitudinal
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nerves remained free.
In components yielding single headed worms where the
nervous system was studied, ^rgan found the longituuinal
nerve trunks 01 the two components of the graft were connected
and that the anterior nervous system and innervation of the
eyes was derived from the two components according to which
part of the new head each gave rise.
In the planarian, Dendrocoelum lacteum, Goldfarb (l»08J
found it was improbable that the removal of the nervous system
in the anterior third was responsible for tne lack of regener-
ation of tne head in the posterior pieces, because removal of
that part, Of the nervous system did not prevent regeneration
of a tail. He also found that the presence of half of this
portion of tne nervous system allowed the regeneration of a
head. Even when the whole of the ganglion and cords were cut
away regeneration took place.
The triclad turbellaria have oeen supposed to differ from
the polyciad turoeliaria in their powers of regeneration.
JPlanaria, as has oeen shown, are able to regenerate complete
individuals from pieces taken from any portion uf the oody.
The polyclads, on the other hand, are unable to restore the
anterior parts when the cephalic ganglia are absent. In these
animals regeneration is controlled consideraDiy by tne central
nervous system. Child ^ls>04) stated there was a relation
between the nervous system and regeneration in j^eptoplana
that might oe manifested directly or indirectly. The relation
might be a aire fit. an&—m r.nar. r.nf* nervous suihhjii nonfiT.nutea-

the formative factors; indirectly, in that tne i'uiictional con-
ditions resulting from the rise of a part in a particular
manner, as determined oy it's relations with the nervous
system, are the formative factors. These may ue stimuli to
growth or directly mechanical.
Cniid aiso founa in ^ptopiana that anterior regeneration]
which occurred in regions anterior to the middle or the gang-
lia, was complete. From levels posterior to the middle of
the ganglia, regeneration was incomplete, oimsteaa C19&2J
found worms cut oy transverse section posterior to the
cephalic ganglion restored all missing parts, he stated that
if the cephalic ganglia were injured the missing anterior
parts, were unauie to regenerate, if the Drain were injured,
the cut edges healed together at aoout the level of the Drain,
and from that point remained open indefinitely.
lateral regeneration m the presence of the ganglia was
found by Child to be complete. When the ganglia were aosent
regeneration was still found to oe complete except in the
head region. The amount and rapiuity of regeneration were
directxy proportional to the size of the part removed, es-
pecially if the removed piece was large, he found the pro-
portion oecame mversed as the size of the piece was reduced.
While it is seen that the localization i'or tne regener-
ation of anterior parts is undouotediy in the cephalic gang-
lia, the mechanism for the restoration of the tail belongs to
the oody as a whole and is {independent of that for restoring
the head.

X-RADIATIQN . Bardeen ana Baetjer UbQ4J found tnat Dy
exposing planarians to the action of Roentgen rays from ten
to twenty minutes a ctay, the powers of regeneration would be
destroyed- When the anterior region of the oouy was removeu
and the rest of the worm suojected to the x-ray, no new heads
were formed. Microscopical preparations showed degenerative
changes had taken place, which oegan in the region of the head
and extended slowly Dack. They concluded that the x-rays
have a powerful inhibitive effect upon cell reproauccion,
which may De entirely stopped Dy sufficient exposure.
ArtEsTHETIuS . Buchanan (l92^j showed that tne nead fre-
quency, in pieces of planarians, could De controlled Dy sud-
jecting the pieces for short periods, after sectioning, to
appropriate concentrations uf chluretone, chloroform, chloral
hydrate, ether and ethyi alcohol. An increase or decrease in
the head frequency was produced with a single anesthetic by
using different concentrations and varying tne periods of ex-
posure. *ie reported that the increase of the oxygen consump-
tion following section, does not occur in such concentrations
of anesthetics, except ethyl alcohol, and explained that the
increase in the oxygen utilization in tnis oase was due to
oxidation of the alcohol and not from the stimulation. He
concluded that anesthetics alter the head frequency Dy direct
inhioition of the processes of development of the cells near
the anterior cut surface.
CARBOiM DIOXIDE PRODUCTION . RoDuins and Child (l9£0)
reported that immediately after sectioning there was a slight.

increase, which was temporary, in the car Don dioxide pro-
duction of head pieces, and a very ^arkea increase in post-
erior pieces. Then, in the development of a new individual
from a piece, there was a consideraDle increase m the
car Don dioxide production not only in the new outgrowths at
the t»vo ends of the animal, Dut in the old parts as well.
Alter the ^iece had fully developed, an increase in the
carDon dioxide production was found oefore and after feeding.
STRYCHNINE, filler and Oilier &93?) found that pieces
of planarians placed in strychnine solutions showed no
evidence of stimulation and did nut regenerate.
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SUMMARY.
The phenomenon of regeneration occurs extensively through-
out the animal kingdom. From the first experiments of Trembley
to tne present, investigators have tried to find tne cause of
tne phenomenon and have descrioed the regenerative powers of
many different kinds of animals. This paper deals with the
process in the lower groups of invertebrates.
Sponges possess many cells which can, after dissociation
and differentiation, reconstitute the whole organism from which
they were separated.
in the hydra isolated ceils do not mute to form a com-
plete individual. The three body layers must be intact in
fragments in oraer tnat fusion anu regeneration may occur.
The hydroids, Tubularia, ^ennana, and Eudendrium exhioit
wide variations in their powers of regeneration. Oxygen is an
important factor for the production of hydranths in ail these
forms. The removal of the perisarc is necessary in Tuoularia
to ooiiterate any existing polarities in the stem, whereas
in Eudendrium, the perisarc must De present for regeneration
to occur, i^ennaria and Eudendrium can undergo dissociation
similar to the sponges. The coelenterates all possess a phys-
iological gradient during regeneration.
The methous of inducing regeneration, and an account of
the process was described in ^nemiopsis ieiayi, a ctenopnore.
it was also found that ^nemiopsis is lacking a pnysioiogical
gradient such as is present in the coelenterates.
The platyhelminthes as a group have highly specialized

powers of regeneration as was shown Dy various species of
planarians. Regeneration in the piananans seems co be cor-
related with the number of formative ceils in the cut piece.
Even the smallest and most irregular pieces are capable of
regeneration. &axiy abnormalities have oeen produced by apply-
ing varied, types of stimulus to the regenerating sections,
and by grafts.
Other factors, environmental, chemical, ana physical,
enter into the process of regeneration ana have diiierent
efiects in the re foeneration of aifferent animals, -^ight seems
to be necessary for the regeneration of most of the animals,
nowever, Eudendrium colonies will regenerate just as well in
the dark. Salts and drugs seem to depress or are toxic to
some of the coeienterates, as are anesthetics to the flatworms.
The effects of agents u±>on the regenerating Tubularia have
not been studied extensively. Treatment uy x-radiation in
ooth the coelenterates and flatworms results in an inhibition
of the ability to differentiate new structures.
Thus, it is seen that regeneration occurs throughout
the lower metazoa according to the response of the tissues
to the stimulus provided, and oy regulatory changes -jy wnich
the piece gradually assumes normal proportions.

Atf^TrLaUT.
The prooiem ol" regeneration has to do with the phenomenon
of growth resulting in a restoration of an old form of a muti-
lated organism. The process, the stimuli ana factors causing
it, and tne effect of agents upon regeneration in tne lower
metazoa were discussed.
The sponger, the simpxest multicellular animals, can after
dissociation reconstitute the wnoie organism again. The arcn-
aeocytes were found to have tne most important role in regener-
ation, differentia cing into gonocytes, scieroblasts, colieno-
cytes and desmacytes, thus giving rise to the mesenchyme ana
skeleton of the new sponge. Tne plnacocytes formed the dermal
mem crane and lining of the canals, while the choanocytes gave
rise to the flagellated chamoers. Aggregates were formed oy
tne amoeooid activity of the arcnaeocytes within eighteen to
twenty-four hours after dissociation, ^n the thira day after
dissociation the flagellated chamoers appeared, ana on the
fourth and fifth aays, canals appearea. Development after
dissociation was then completed.
Dissociated cells from different species Ui-icrociona ana
Clicna) coalesce and form aggregates only with cells of their
own species.
The dissociateu cells will not coalesce and form aggre-
gates in pure sodium or potassium chloride solutions. The
cells were also founa to oe sensitive to increases in osmotic
pressure.

Hydra, turned insiae out, will regain their normal
organization oy the rearrangement oi' endoaermai ana ectodermal
cells migrating m opposite directions through the mesoglea.
Ectodermal or endodermal layers oi hydra cultured alone do not
regenerate due to the inaoiiity of one ceil type to different-
iate into the cell type of the other layer.
Dissociated cells of hydra will fuse and form a6gregates
only when the three body layers are present
The pieces of a hydra must measure more than one-sixth at*
^
millimeter in diameter to regenerate. Size also determines
the numoer of tentacles, anu the size of the hy^ostome formed
on the regenerant.
Various sections of hydra and grafts also form regeneratec
individuals, although in some cases the results are aonormal.
The determination and organization of new polarities
depended upon the rate of metaoolism incorporated in the
regenerating mass.
In Tuuularia, removal of the perisarc stimulates regener-
ation, as the cut end is then cathed with more oxygen. The
more coenosarc exposed to oxygen tne greater is the activation
to form hydranth tissue. When there is an increase in the
oxygen consumption there is also an increase in the rate of
regeneration. The hydranth forms m relation to the oxygen
supply with the oral end of the regenerant at the point of
highest oxygen tension.
The rate of regeneration can be measured at any level
under various conditions wnen the formula R-rxr^Wt is msed.

Exposure of the coenosarc to sea water ooliterates the
alreaay existing gradients in tne stem and thus the regener-
ating coenosarc fragments form new polarities.
The theory of dominance seems to De oest explained oy
tne transportation of suostances theory, in whicn there are
differences in the stem,"E", present in highest concentration
at the distal end and lowest at the proximal end. There is
also another factor in the stem "S", whicn may or m&y not in-
hibit regeneration depending on the rate of regeneration when
"E" is forming new hydranths.
Eudendrium and ^ennana cells fuse after dissociation in
much tne same manner as sponges and hydra, -bight is essential
for the regeneration of hydranths in ^ennana, out not for
Eudendrium.
Direct x-radiation inhibited regeneration of ^ennaria,
Dut screened colonies connected to those colonies radiated,
did regenerate new hydranths.
Jr'odocoryne and ^ydractinia are also capable of regener-
ating polyps. Gonionemus shows incomplete regeneration.
j&nemiopsis leidyi, a ctenopnore, regenerated plate rows,
canal connections, and apical organs, depending on the manner
in which they were cut. There was found to oe no physiological
gradient in ^nemiopsis.
^olychoerus is the simplest flatworm to stimulate to
regenerative activity as these worms have no central nervous
system -co influence regeneration.
J^any types of regeneration have been produced from

stimulation of pianarians to regenerate. The smallest ana
most irregular pieces have the eapaDility of forming new ind-
ividuals. The extensive powers of regeneration of this group
are due to the localization and differentiation of the form-
ative cells, which are found in the mesoderm.
The polyclads will regenerate complete individuals from
pieces taken from any part of the oody. The triclads will
restore missing anterior parts onxy when the cephalic gang-
lia are present.
Anesthetics and strychnine inhioit regeneration in the
flatworms as doeo exposure to x-radiation.
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